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Abstrat
We study the free produt of rooted graphs and its various deompositions
using quantum probabilisti methods. We show that the free produt of rooted
graphs is anonially assoiated with free independene, whih ompletes the proof
of the onjeture that there exists a produt of rooted graphs anonially assoi-
ated with eah notion of nonommutative independene whih arises in the ax-
iomati theory. Using the orthogonal produt of rooted graphs, we deompose the
branhes of the free produt of rooted graphs as `alternating orthogonal produts'.
This leads to alternating deompositions of the free produt itself, with the star
produt or the omb produt followed by orthogonal produts. These deom-
positions orrespond to the reently studied deompositions of the free additive
onvolution of probability measures in terms boolean and orthogonal onvolu-
tions, or monotone and orthogonal onvolutions. We also introdue a new type of
quantum deomposition of the free produt of graphs, where the distane partition
of the set of verties is taken with respet to a set of verties instead of a single
vertex. We show that even in the ase of widely studied graphs this yields new and
more omplete information on their spetral properties, like spetral measures of
a (usually innite) set of yli vetors under the ation of the adjaeny matrix.
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1. Introdution
Graph theory plays an important role in many branhes of mathematis and its applia-
tions. In partiular, in solid state physis the idea that the study of a free dynamis on
a non-homogeneous graph might be equivalent to the study of an interating dynamis
on a homogeneous graph (a disrete version of the basi idea of general relativity) found
interesting appliations in the study of BoseEinstein ondensation [7,8,23℄.
In many of these appliations, the main fous was not so muh on the ombinatorial
properties of single graphs, as on the analytial aspets of the asymptotis of large
graphs (when the number of verties tends to innity). In that onnetion, typial
objets of interest are spetral distributions of the adjaeny matrix with respet to
speially hosen states, or the full spetrum.
From these investigations an interesting lass of graphs has emerged, namely those
whih are built from subgraphs expressible as produts of simpler graphs. Intuitively,
a produt of graphs is a rule to onstrut a new graph by glueing together two given
graphs subjet to additional onditions (like assoiativity). It is known that there
exist several dierent produts among graphs, inluding those studied extensively in
disrete mathematis like the lexiographi produt, the Cartesian produt or the strong
produt.
On the other hand, the experiene of quantum probability teahes us that, at an
algebrai level, ertain types of produts of quantum probability spaes orrespond
to dierent notions of stohasti independene [31,28℄. Reall that in the onept of
a quantum probability spae one has to distinguish a state, whih, in the simplest
graph setting, orresponds to a distinguished vertex alled root. It is therefore natural
to onjeture that ertain types of produts of rooted graphs ould be anonially
assoiated with the main notions of stohasti independene. Moroever, one might
expet that suh graph produts are important types of produts, from whih one
ould not only onstrut more ompliated graphs, but also obtain information about
their spetra, using (well-established or entirely new) quantum probabilisti tehniques.
The well-known ase of the Cayley graph of a free produt of groups and its relation
to free independene of Voiulesu [33℄ and to the free produt of states [3,33℄ an be
viewed as the rst evidene that suh a onjeture might be true. That suh a relation
holds also in the general ase of the free produt of rooted graphs an be shown using
the free probability tehniques. Thus, we expliitly state and prove the fat that the
free produt of rooted graphs, introdued by Znojko [39℄ for symmetri graphs and
generalized by Quenell [30℄ and Gutkin [11℄ to rooted graphs, is anonially assoiated
with the notion of free independene. More generally, we show that the hierarhy of
mfreeness introdued by one of the authors [18℄, orresponds to a natural hierarhy
of mfree produts of graphs as well as to the natural indutive denition of the free
produt [39,11℄.
The next important evidene supporting this onjeture was the disovery, by A-
ardi, Ben Ghorbal and Obata [1℄, that the omb produt of rooted graphs is anonially
related to the monotone independene [22,26℄. A similar onnetion between the star
produt of rooted graphs and boolean independene [32℄ was established by one of the
authors [17℄ and Obata [29℄. Sine it is well-known that the Cartesian produt of graphs
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is naturally related to tensor (or boson) independene, the orrespondene between er-
tain types of produts of rooted graphs and the main notions of stohasti independene
is ompleted.
In all the above-mentioned ases, the anonial relation between a notion of produt
of two graphs, G1  pV1, E1q and G2  pV2, E2q, and a notion of independene I is
realized by showing that the adjaeny matrix of their produt is naturally split into
a sum of operator random variables whih are Iindependent with respet to a given
state. In all ases this deomposition an be obtained by embedding the algebra of
operators on the l2spae of the produt graph into an appropriate tensor produt,
paralleling the onstrution of [18,19℄.
Let us remark in this ontext that the Cartesian, omb and star produts appear
to be `basi' graph produts sine the orresponding vertex sets are subsets of V1  V2,
whereas the vertex set of the free produt of graphs is the free produt V1 V2 of rooted
sets and the onstrution of G1 G2 involves innitely many opies of G1 and G2. This is
the main reason why the free produt of graphs has this peuliar feature that it admits
a variety of natural deompositions. In partiular, the deomposition into the sum of
`freely independent subgraphs', although the most natural from the point of view of
free independene, is not always the most intuitive or the most onvenient.
In partiular, we nd new deompositions related to the `growth' of G1 G2 exhibited
by its indutive denitions. Motivated by the reent work of one of the authors on
the deompositions of the free additive onvolution of probability measures [21℄, we
study a new type of `basi' produt of rooted graphs alled the orthogonal produt
of graphs, related to the orthogonal onvolution of probability measures introdued in
[21℄. We show that this is the orthogonal produt whih is the main building blok
of G1  G2 sine it is responsible for its `growth'. In fat, it allows us to deompose
its `branhes' [30℄ into produts of alternating G1 and G2. Sine one obtains the free
produt by taking the omb produt or the star produt of `branhes', as shown in
[30℄ (we use quantum probabilisti tehniques to simplify the proofs presented there),
we arrive at two alternating deompositions of the free produt of graphs  the omb-
orthogonal deomposition and the star-orthogonal deomposition. More importantly,
using the orthogonal onvolution, one an study spetral distributions of free produts of
uniformly loally nite graphs in a very intuitive manner and see their diret relation to
ontinued frations, espeially mixed periodi Jaobi ontinued frations [14℄ (without
using the R-transforms).
Finally, in order to get a more detailed information about the struture of the
spetrum of G1 G2, we introdue a new type of quantum deomposition of the adjaeny
matrix of a given graph G. This deomposition is based on a new type of distane
partition V 

8
n0 Vn of the set of verties, where Vn is the set of verties of G, whose
distane from a a set of verties (instead of a single vertex) is equal to n. This leads
to a dierent quantum deomposition of the adjaeny matrix ApGq into the sum of
a reation, annihilation and diagonal operators. It allows us to derive a yli diret
sum deomposition of the Hilbert spae l2pV q together with the spetral distributions
assoiated with dierent yli (vauum) vetors.
For lassial (random walk) methods applied to the free produts of Cayley graphs
and other innite graphs, we refer the reader to [2,6,9,10,15,16,37,38℄ and referenes
3
ontained there.
2. Notation
By a rooted set we understand a pair pX, eq, where X is a ountable set and e is a
distinguished element of X alled root. By a rooted graph we understand a pair pG, eq,
where G  pV,Eq is a non-oriented graph with the set of verties V  V pGq, and the
set of edges E  EpGq  ttx, x1u : x, x1 P V, x  x1u and e P V is a distinguished vertex
alled the root. We will also denote by G the rooted graph pG, eq if no onfusion arises,
espeially if the graph is symmetri, i.e. for any x  x1 there exists an authomorphism
τ of G for whih τpxq  x1 (in other words, all verties are equivalent).
For rooted graphs we will use the notation
V 0  V zteu. (2.1)
Two verties x, x1 P V are alled adjaent if tx, x1u P E, i.e. verties x, x1 are onneted
with an edge. Then we write x  x1. Simple graphs have no loops, i.e. tx, xu R E for
all x P V . The degree of x P V is dened by κpxq  |tx1 P V : x1  xu|, where |I| stands
for the ardinality of I. A graph is alled loally nite if κpxq   8 for every x P V . It
is alled uniformly loally nite if suptκpxq : x P V u   8.
For x P V , let δpxq be the indiator funtion of the one-element set txu. Then
tδpxq, x P V u is an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert spae l
2
pV q of square integrable
funtions on the set V , with the usual inner produt.
The adjaeny matrix A  ApGq of G is a 0-1 matrix dened by
Ax,x1 
#
1 if x  x1
0 otherwise
(2.2)
We identify A with the densely dened symmetri operator on l2pV q dened by
Aδpxq 
¸
xx1
δpx1q (2.3)
for x P V . Notie that the sum on the right-hand-side is nite sine our graph is
assumed to be loally nite. It is known that ApGq is bounded i G is uniformly loally
nite. If ApGq is essentially self-adjoint, its losure is alled the adjaeny operator of
G and its spetrum - the spetrum of G.
The unital algebra generated by A, i.e. the algebra of polynomials in A, is alled
the adjaeny algebra of G and is denoted by ApGq or simply A.
In this paper by a graph we shall always understand a non-oriented onneted loally
nite simple graph with a non-empty set of edges. Any rooted graph of type pG, eq,
where G is a graph in this sense, will also be alled a graph if no onfusion arises.
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3. Convolutions, transforms and graph produts
By the spetral distribution of ApGq in a state ψ on l2pV q we understand the measure
µ for whih
ψpAnq 
»
R
xnµpdxq, n P NY t0u (3.1)
and by the spetral distribution of the rooted graph pG, eq we understand the spetral
distribution of ApGq in the state ϕep.q  x.δpeq, δpeqy. The spetral distribution of pG, eq
is important in the evaluation of the spetrum specpGq of the graph G. In some ases
(homogenous trees and n-ary trees are the easiest examples) it is even so that specpGq
agrees with the support of the spetral distribution of pG, eq.
For any probability distribution µ with the sequene of moments pMnqn¥0, we dene
its moment generating funtion as the formal power series
Mµpzq 
8
¸
n0
Mnz
n.
The orresponding Cauhy transform, K-transform, reiproal Cauhy transform and
R-transform are dened respetively by the formal power series
Gµpzq 
1
z
Mµ

1
z


(3.2)
Kµpzq  z 
1
Gµpzq
(3.3)
Fµpzq 
1
Gµpzq
(3.4)
Rµpzq  
1
z
 G1µ pzq. (3.5)
Let pG1, e1q and pG2, e2q be two graphs with adjaeny matries A1  ApG1q, A2 
ApG2q and spetral distributions µ, ν, respetively. By µ Z ν we denote the boolean
onvolution of µ and ν assoiated with boolean independene [32℄. By µ  ν we denote
the monotone onvolution assoiated with monotone independene [27℄. By µ ` ν we
denote the free additive onvolution assoiated with free independene [34℄. Finally, by
µ $ ν we denote the orthogonal onvolution, reently introdued in [21℄. The following
identities hold:
KµZνpzq  Kµpzq  Kνpzq (3.6)
Rµ` νpzq  Rµpzq  Rνpzq (3.7)
Fµνpzq  FµpFνpzqq (3.8)
Kµ$ νpzq  KµpFνpzqq. (3.9)
The above relations an be treated as denitions of the assoiated onvolutions, al-
though these are usually introdued by using some notion of nonommutative `inde-
pendene' whih parallels the onnetion between the usual (lassial) onvolution of
distributions (measures) and the notion of lassial independene. Note that the K-
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and R-transforms are additive under the onsidered onvolutions (see [32℄, [34℄, [37℄),
thus they play the role of the logarithm of the Fourier transform. In the ase of the
monotone and orthogonal onvolutions, addition of transforms is replaed by omposi-
tion (see [27℄ and [21℄).
Proposition 3.1. The following relations hold:
FµZνpzq  Fµpzq   Fνpzq  z (3.10)
Fµ$νpzq  FµpFνpzqq  Fνpzq   z (3.11)
Proof. These are straightforward onsequenes of (3.3),(3.4) and (3.6),(3.9). 
It is natural that the free additive onvolution and the R-transform appear in the
ontext of spetral theory of free produt graphs. It seems less so in the ase of the
other three types of onvolutions. However, we will show that one an deompose the
free produt of graphs using the produts of graphs assoiated with these onvolutions.
Let us give the denitions of these produts.
Definition 3.1. The omb produt of rooted graphs pG1, e1q and pG2, e2q is the
rooted graph pG1  G2, eq obtained by attahing a opy of G2 by its root e2 to eah
vertex of G1, where we denote by e the vertex obtained by identifying e1 and e2. If
no onfusion arises, we denote the omb produt by G1  G2. If we identify its set of
verties with V1  V2, then its root is identied with e1  e2.
Note that the omb produt of rooted graphs is not ommutative and it depends on
the hoie of the root. Let us also remark that the denition given in [1℄ is equivalent
to the one given above, exept that in our denition the information about the role
of the root e2 in the glueing is enoded in the denition of the rooted graph pG2, e2q.
Moreover, as our produt is taken in the (natural) ategory of rooted graphs, we dene
the root of the omb produt to be e, whih makes the produt assoiative.
Theorem 3.2. [1℄ Let pG1, e1q and pG2, e2q be rooted graphs with spetral distribu-
tions µ and ν, respetively. Then, the adjaeny matrix of their omb produt an be
deomposed as
ApG1  G2q  A
p1q
  Ap2q (3.12)
where Ap1q and Ap2q are monotone independent w.r.t. ϕp.q  x.δpeq, δpeqy. Moreover,
the spetral distribution of pG1  G2, eq is given by µ  ν.
Definition 3.2. The star produt of pG1, e1q and pG2, e2q is the graph pG1 Æ G2, eq
obtained by attahing a opy of G2 by its root e2 to the root e1 of G1, where we denote
by e the vertex obtained by identifying e1 and e2. If no onfusion arises, we also
denote the star produt by G1 Æ G2. If we identify its set of verties with V1 Æ V2 :
pV1  te2uq Y pte1u  V2q, then its root is identied with e1  e2.
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Theorem 3.3. [17,29℄ Let pG1, e1q and pG2, e2q be rooted graphs with spetral distri-
butions µ and ν, respetively. Then, the adjaeny matrix of their star produt an be
deomposed as
ApG1 Æ G2q  A
p1q
  Ap2q (3.13)
where Ap1q and Ap2q are boolean independent w.r.t. ϕ, where ϕp.q  x.δpeq, δpeqy. More-
over, the spetral distribution of pG1 Æ G2, eq is given by µZ ν.
4. Orthogonal produt of graphs
Let us introdue now a new basi produt of rooted graphs alled `orthogonal', whih
is related to the orthogonal onvolution introdued in [21℄. Using this new produt,
together with the omb produt of graphs (or, the star produt of graphs), one an
onstrut their free produt G1G2 using opies of G1 and G2. This is an appliation of the
more general theory of onstruting the free additive onvolution from the orthogonal
and monotone (or, orthogonal and boolean) onvolutions given in [21℄ and we use the
results ontained there.
Definition 4.1. The orthogonal produt of two rooted graphs pG1, e1q and pG2, e2q
is the rooted graph pG1 $ G2, eq obtained by attahing a opy of G2 by its root e2 to
eah vertex of G1 but the root e1, where e is taken to be equal to e1. If its set of verties
is identied with V1 $ V2 : pV
0
1  V2q Y te1  e2u then e is identied with e1  e2.
It is worth noting that the orthogonal produt of graphs resembles their omb prod-
ut. The dierene is that in the omb produt the seond graph is glued by its root
to all verties of the rst graph, whereas in the orthogonal produt the seond graph
is glued to all verties but the root of the rst graph. An example of the orthogonal
produt of graphs is given in Fig.1.
Example 4.1.
✁
✁
❆
❆
r r r r
r
r r
e1 x x
1
e2
y
y
2
y
1
G1 G2 G1 $ G2
❆
❆
✁
✁
❆
❆
✁
✁
r r r
r r
rr rr
Fig. 1. Orthogonal produt G1 $ G2
The notion of the orthogonal produt of graphs is related to the onept of orthogonal
subalgebras introdued in [21℄. Note that the onept of `orthogonality' involves two
funtionals (states), but it is quite dierent from `onditional freeness'[5℄.
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Definition 4.2. Let pA, ϕ, ψq be a unital algebra with a pair of linear normalized
funtionals and let A1 and A2 be non-unital subalgebras of A. We say that A2 is
orthogonal to A1 with respet to pϕ, ψq if
(i) ϕpbw2q  ϕpw1bq  0
(ii) ϕpw1a1ba2w2q  ψpbq pϕpw1a1a2w2q  ϕpw1a1qϕpa2w2qq
for any a1, a2 P A1, b P A2 and any elements w, v of the unital algebra algpA1,A2q
generated by A1 and A2. We say that the pair pa, bq of elements of A is orthogonal
with respet to pϕ, ψq if the algebra generated by a P A is orthogonal to the algebra
generated by b P A .
In analogy to Theorems 3.2-3.3, one an deompose the adjaeny matrix of the
orthogonal produt of graphs. The proof is based on the tensor produt realization of
orthogonal subalgebras [21℄. Note that tensor produt realizations of nonommutative
random variables, originated in [18℄ for boolean, m-free and free random variables,
(see also the review paper [20℄), are espeially useful in the ontext of graph produts
sine the projetions introdued in this sheme tell us how the graphs should be glued
together. This tehnique was later used in a number of papers ([1℄,[12℄, [19℄, [29℄).
Theorem 4.1. Let pG1, e1q and pG2, e2q be rooted graphs with spetral distributions
µ and ν, respetively. Then, the adjaeny matrix of their orthogonal produt an be
deomposed as
ApG1 $ G2q  A
p1q
  Ap2q (4.1)
where the pair pAp1q, Ap2qq is orthogonal w.r.t. pϕ, ψq, where ϕ and ψ are states assoi-
ated with vetors δpeq, δpvq P l2pV1 $ V2q and v P V
0
1 . Moreover, the spetral distribution
of pG1 $ G2, eq is given by µ $ ν.
Proof. In order to prove the deomposition, it is onvenient to identify the adjaeny
matrix of G1 $ G2 with the sum
ApG1 $ G2q  A1 b Pξ2   P
K
ξ1
b A2
on the Hilbert spae l2pV1 $ V2q  l2pV1  V2q  l2pV1q b l2pV2q, where Ai is the
adjaeny matrix of Gi and P
K
ξ1
 1  Pξ1, with Pξi denoting the projetion onto Cξi,
where ξi  δpeiq and i  1, 2. Projetion P
K
ξ1
indiates that graph G2 should be glued
to all verties of G1 but the root, whereas projetion Pξ2 indiates that graph G1 should
be glued only to vertex e2 of G2, whih reprodues Denition 4.1. It remains to take
ϕ and ψ to be the states assoiated with unit vetors δpe1q  δpe2q and δpvq  δpe2q,
respetively, where v is an arbitrary vertex from V 01 . Now, in view of [Theorem 4.1, 21℄,
the above summands form a pair of orthogonal elements (of the algebra they generate)
w.r.t. the pair of states pϕ, ψq. The proof onsists in heking (i)-(ii) of Denition 4.2
and in the ase of graphs is very similar to the general ase.
It follows from [Corollary 4.2, 21℄ that the spetral distribution of suh a sum in the
state ϕ is equal to the orthogonal onvolution µ $ ν. Nevertheless, we hoose to show
this fat here sine we an present a proof whih niely exhibits the relation between
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the omb produt and the orthogonal produt. Namely, reall that G1 $ G2 diers from
G1  G2 by the fat that no opy of G2 is glued to the vertex e1. Therefore, one an
obtain G1  G2 by glueing G1 $ G2 and G2 at their roots, whih orresponds to their
star produt. Therefore,
G1  G2  pG1 $ G2q Æ G2
whih leads to the following formula for their spetral distributions
µ  ν  σ Z ν
where σ is the spetral distribution of G1 $ G2. Using transforms, we get
FµpFνpzqq  Fσpzq   Fνpzq  z
whih, in view of the seond equation of Proposition 3.1, gives our assertion. 
Example 4.1. Let us apply Theorem 4.1 to the orthogonal produt in Fig.1. We
have
Gµpzq 
z2  1
zpz2  2q
, Gνpzq 
z2  2
zpz2  3q
and therefore,
Kµpzq 
1
z 
1
z
, Fνpzq  z 
1
z 
2
z
.
In view of Theorem 4.1 and (3.9), we obtain the expliit formula for the Cauhy trans-
form
Gµ$ νpzq 
1
z KµpFνpzqq
.
Algebrai alulations lead to the ontinued fration representation of Gµ$ νpzq assoi-
ated with the sequenes of Jaobi oeients ω  pωnq  p1, 2, 3{2, 5{6, 4{15, 12{5, 0, . . .q
and α  pαnq  p0, 0, . . .q. The orresponding measure is a disrete measure onsisting
of 7 atoms (sine their expliit values and orresponding masses are rather ompliated,
we do not give them here).
5. Free and m-free produts of graphs
In this Setion we reall after [39℄ and [11℄ the denition of the free produt of rooted
graphs and dene a orresponding approximating sequene of m-free produts.
Consider rooted graphs pGi, eiq  pVi, Ei, eiq, where i P I and I is a nite index set,
and denote V 0i  Vizteiu. By the free produt of rooted sets pVi, eiq, i P I, we understand
the rooted set piPIVi, eq, where
iPIVi  teu Y tv1v2 . . . vm; vk P V
0
ik
and i1  i2  . . .  in, m P Nu
and e is the empty word. For notational onveniene, we will sometimes use words
ontaining roots ek but then we shall always understand that wek  ekw  w where
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w P iPIVi, thus any ek will be treated as the `unit' or the empty word. We are ready
to give the denition of the free produt of graphs.
Definition 5.1. By the free produt of rooted graphs pGi, eiq, i P I, we understand
the rooted graph piPIGi, eq with the set of verties iPIVi and the set of edges iPIEi
onsisting of pairs of verties from iPIVi of the form
iPIEi  ttvu, v
1uu : tv, v1u P
¤
iPI
Ei and u, vu, v
1u P iPIViu.
We denote this produt by iPIpGi, eiq or simply iPIGi if no onfusion arises.
Observe that if one of the verties, v or v1, is a root ej , then tvu, v
1uu P

iPI Ei
provided the other one forms an edge with it  we use here the onvention that every
ej an be treated as the 'unit'. Let us also mention that the free produt of graphs
is ommutative and assoiative (f. [39℄), whih also follows from ommutativity and
assoiativity of the free produt of states in view of Theorem 6.2. Moreover, it is lear
that the free produt of a nite number of (uniformly) loally nite graphs is (uniformly)
loally nite.
The most intuitive onstrution of the free produt of graphs is given by some
indutive proedure whih gives a sequene of growing graphs whose indutive limit is
the free produt of graphs. In fat, one natural proedure was given in [39℄, where it was
one of the equivalent denitions of the free produt of graphs. Interestingly enough,
this proedure gives a sequene of iterates indexed by m P N whih orresponds to
the m-free produt of states introdued in [18℄. This leads us to the following formal
denition (an example is given in Fig.2).
Definition 5.2. By the m-free produt of rooted graphs pGi, eiq, i P I, we under-
stand the subgraph p
pmq
iPI Gi, eq of piPIGi, eq obtained by restriting the set of verties to
words w of lenght |w| ¤ m.
Proposition 5.1. It holds that
iPIGi 
8
¤
m1

m
iPIGi
Proof. This is an immediate onsequene of Denitions 5.1-5.2. 
Example 5.1. Consider two `segments' G1  Z2 and G2  Z2. They are graphs
onsisting of one edge x  e1 and y  e2. Then
V1  V2  te, x, y, xy, yx, xyx, yxy, . . .u
E1  E2  tte, xu, te, yu, tx, yxu, ty, xyu, tyx, xyxu, txy, yxyu, . . .u
and it is easy to see that G1  G2  Z, where Z denotes the two-way innite path (or,
1-dimensional integer lattie) with the root at 0.
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Example 5.2. Let G1  pV1, E1q and G2  pV2, E2q, where V1  te1, x, x
1
u, V2 
te2, y, y
1
u and e1  x, x  x
1
, e2  y, y  y
1
. Then we obtain
E1  E2  tte, xu, te, yu, tx, x
1
u, ty, y1u, tx, yxu, tx1, yx1u
ty, xyu, ty1, xy1u, tyx, y1xu, tyx1, y1x1u, txy, x1yu,
txy1, x1y1u, tyx, xyxu, ty1x, xy1xu, txy, yxyu, txy1, yxy1u, . . .u.
In Fig.2 we draw the subgraph of this free produt given by the 4-free produt of pG1, e1q
and pG2, e2q. Copies of G1 (drawn horizontally) and G2 (drawn vertially) form a over-
ing [39℄ of the produt graph. Using the rules of orthogonal glueing, we label seleted
verties by suitable words to show how to form the produt graph.
e x x
1
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y
1
x
xyx
x
1
yx
y
y
1
xy
1
x
1
y
1
r r r
r
r
r r
r r
r
r
r
rr r r r
r r r r
r
r
r
rr r r r
r r r r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
G1 r
e1 x
r r
x
1
G2
r
r
y
1
y
r e2
Fig. 2. 4-free produt pG1, e1q 
p4q
pG2, e2q with seleted verties labelled.
Notie that pG1, e1qpG2, e2q is, in general, not isomorphi to pG1, xqpG2, yq if e1  x
or e2  y (in that ase at least one graph should not be symmetri).
Example 5.3. Let Tn be the n-ary rooted tree with the root denoted e, where
n ¥ 2. First, observe that Tn is the n-fold free power of T1  Z ,
Tn  T1  T1  . . .  T1 pn timesq (5.1)
where Z
 
 pV,Eq, with V  t0, 1, 2, . . .u and E  ttx, x   1u, x ¥ 0u. In partiular,
the binary rooted tree is the free produt of two opies of T1 (see Fig. 3).
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G1  T1
G2  T1
Fig. 3. Binary tree T2  T1  T1
Example 5.4. Let Hn denote the homogenous tree of order n, where n ¥ 1, with
the root e. If n is even, then Hn is the Cayley graph of a free group. It is easy to see
that
Hn  Z2  Z2  . . .Z2 pn timesq (5.2)
with the 'segment' Z2 as in Example 5.1.
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e
G2  H2
G1  H2
x
2x1e1 x1 x2
y
2
y
1
e2
y1
y2
r
r
r
r
r
r r r r r
Fig. 4. Homogenous tree H4  H2 H2.
In partiular, this implies that H4  H2 H2, where H2  Z is the homogenous tree of
order 2, isomorphi the two-way innite path. Also, H2  Z2  Z2 (see Fig.4)
6. Free deomposition
In this setion we show that the adjaeny matrix of the free produt of a nite family
of rooted graphs is the sum of free independent opies of the adjaeny matries of the
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fators of the produt. Essentially, this fat is a natural onsequene of free probability
and one just needs to adapt the proof of Voiulesu, whih we do for the reader's
onveniene.
In order to give the expliit form of the adjaeny matrix of the free produt of
graphs, let us onsider the Hilbert spae HI  l2piPIViq spanned by δpeq and vetors
of the form
δpwq for w  v1v2 . . . vn P iPIVi
and let ϕ be the vauum expetation on BpHq given by ϕpT q  xTδpeq, δpeqy. We have
pHI , δpeqq  iPIpl2pViq, δpeiqq
where the RHS is understood as the free produt of Hilbert spaes with distinguished
unit vetors [33℄.
In the sequel we will need the following subsets of iPIVi:
Wjpnq  tv1v2 . . . vn P iPIVi : v1 R V
0
j u
where n P N. Thus, Wjpnq is the subset onsisting of words of lenght n whih do not
begin with a letter from V 0j . We set
Wj 
8
¤
n0
Wjpnq
with Wjp0q  teu for every j.
Definition 6.1. Let Ai denote the adjaeny matrix of the rooted graph pGi, eiq,
where i P I. Let us dene their opies in iPIpGi, eiq by the formulas
pAipnqqw,w1 
#
1 if tw,w1u  txu, x1uu for tx, x1u P Ej and u P Wjpn 1q
0 otherwise
where n P N. By Pipnq we denote the anonial projetion of HI onto l2pWipnqq for
n ¥ 1 with Pip0q denoting the projetion onto l2peq  Cδpeq for every i P I.
Theorem 6.2. The adjaeny matrix ApiPIGiq of the free produt of graphs admits
a deomposition of the form ApiPIGiq 
°
iPI A
piq
, where
Apiq 
8
¸
n1
Aipnq 
8
¸
n1
AiPipn 1q (6.1)
are free w.r.t. the vauum expetation ϕ and the ation of Ai in the seond sum is given
by Aiδpxuq  δpx
1uq whenever tx, x1u P Ei pi P Iq. Moreover, the series is strongly
onvergent for every i P I.
Proof. First, let us observe that using loal nitness of Gi we an write
Apiqδpwq 
¸
w1x1u
tx,x1uPEi
δpw1q  Aipnqδpwq
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whenever w  xu, where u P Wipn 1q and we allow x, x
1
to be arbitrary verties from
Vi, thus if x  e1, we have e1u  u. Moreover, observe that Aipmqδpwq  0 for suh w
for any m  n. Writing
δpwq 
#
δpxq b δpuq whenever w  xu and x P V 0i
δpuq if w  eiu
we obtain
Apiqδpwq 
¸
w1x1u
tx,x1uPEi,x
1
ei
δpx1q b δpuq   1
ttx,e1uPEiuδpuq
 pAiδpxqq
0
b δpuq   xAiδpxq, δpeiqqyδpuq
if w  xu, u P Wi, where 1 tzPAu  1 if and only if z P A and otherwise is zero.
We an observe now that Apiq  λpAiq, where λ denotes the free produt represen-
tation of the free produt CrA1s  CrA2s on l2p
n
i1Viq in the sense of Avitzour [3℄ and
Voiulesu [33℄. Therefore, the Apiq are free with respet to ϕ. 
As a onsequene of the deomposition theorem, one an use the free additive onvo-
lutions [34℄ to ompute spetral distributions of free produts of rooted graphs in terms
of spetral distributions of the fators. In partiular, one obtains asymptoti spetral
properties of free powers pG, eqn.
Corollary 6.3. Let A be the adjaeny matrix of pG, eq and let An denote the
adjaeny matrix of pG, eqn. Then
lim
nÑ8
ϕ





An
b
nkpeq


2m

Æ

 cm (6.2)
where cm is the m-th Catalan number for m P N, c0  1 and kpeq is the degree of the
root e. The odd moments vanish.
Proof. Applying the deomposition of Theorem 6.2 into the sum of freely indepen-
dent random variables, we have
ϕpApiqq  ϕpAip1qq  0
sine G has no loops. Moreover,
ϕppApiqq2q  ϕppAip1qq
2
q 
¸
tx,euPE
tx1,euPE
xδpxq, δpx1qy  kpeq
where E  EpGq. Using the entral limit theorem for free random variables, we obtain
the moments of the Wigner measure, whih are Catalan numbers for even moments
(odd moments vanish). 
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Corollary 6.4. Let Ai be the adjaeny matrix of pGi, eiq, i P I  t1, . . . , nu, and
let µi denote its spetral distribution, where 1 ¤ i ¤ n. Then the spetral distribution
of Apni1Giq in the state ϕ is given by µ  µ1 ` µ2 ` . . .` µn.
Proof. This is a diret onsequene of the fat that Ap1q, Ap2q, . . . , Apnq are free w.r.t.
the state ϕ. 
Remark. The orrespondene between the free produt of graphs and free probability
(in partiular, Corollary 6.4) an be applied to establish a onnetion between free
produts of graphs and free additive onvolutions of their spetral distributions.
Example 6.1. Using Corollary 6.4, we an nd the spetral distributions νn of Tn
assoiated with the root, where n ¥ 1. Denote ν  ν1. From Example 5.3 we obtain
νn  ν ` ν ` . . . ` ν (n times). Knowing Gνpzq  1{2pz 
?
z2  4q we an ompute
G1ν pzq  z
1
  z and thus Rνpzq  z, whih gives Rνnpzq  nRνpzq  nz by (3.7), and
this leads to G1νn pzq  z
1
  nz. Thus
Gνnpzq 
z 
?
z2  4n
2n
(6.3)
from whih, by applying the Stieltjes inversion formula, we obtain the Wigner laws with
densities
dνnpxq 
?
4n x2
2pin
dx (6.4)
with the support on r2
?
n, 2
?
ns.
Example 6.2. In a similar manner, we an ompute the spetral distribution µn
of Hn assoiated with the root (or any vertex, sine all verties are equivalent). Denote
µ  µ1. Using Example 5.4 and Corollary 6.4, we obtain µn  µ`µ` . . .`µ (n times)
and thus it an be omputed using the R-transforms. Namely, from Gµpzq  z{pz
2
1q,
we get
Rµpzq 
1 
?
1  4z2
2z
and thus Rµn  nRµ using (3.7). Therefore, the Cauhy transforms of the measures µn
are
Gµnpzq 
p2 nqz   n
b
z2  4pn 1q
2pz2  n2q
(6.5)
whih, with the help of the Stieltjes inversion formula, give the (absolutely ontinuous)
measures with densities
dµnpxq 
n
b
4pn 1q  x2
2pipn2  x2q
dx (6.6)
supported on r2
?
n  1, 2
?
n  1s. In partiular, the spetral distribution of H2 
Z in the vauum state ϕ assoiated with the vertex 0 is the arsine law dµ2pxq 
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1{ppi
?
4 x2qdx.
7. Orthogonal deompositions of branhes
Let us look at the onept of `branhes' of the free produt of graphs introdued by
Quenell [30℄. They orrespond to the so-alled `subordination funtions' studied rst by
Voiulesu [36℄ and Biane [4℄. We rely on the reent general study of the free additive
onvolution and its deompositions given in [21℄, where we refer the reader for the main
onepts, like s-freeness, as well as general proofs.
Definition 7.1. Let pVi, eiqiPI be a nite family of rooted sets. By the branh
of iPIpVi, eiq subordinate to pVj , ejq, where j P I, we shall understand the rooted set
pSj, eq, where
Sj  teu Y tv1v2 . . . vm P iPIVi : vm P V
0
j , m P Nu
is the subset of iPIVi onsisting of the empty word and words whih end with a letter
from V 0j .
Definition 7.2. Let pGi, eiqiPI be a nite family of rooted graphs. By the branh
of iPIpGi, eiq subordinate to pGj, ejq, where j P I, we shall understand the rooted graph
pBj , eq, where Bj  BjppGiqiPIq is the subgraph of iPIGi restrited to the set Sj dened
above. As before, we often omit the roots in the notations.
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Fig. 5. Binary tree T2  B1pG1  G2q.
In the ase of two graphs, it is easy to see that G1G2 onsists of two branhes B1 and
B2 with ommon root e. The branh B1  B1pG1,G2q `begins' with a opy of G1 and the
branh B2  B2pG1,G2q `begins' with a opy of G2. For instane, in the ase of a binary
tree T2 (Fig.3), the branhes B1 and B2 are the left and right `halves' of T2, respetively.
In the ase of H4 (Fig.4), the branh B1 (B2) of H4 onsists of the horizontal (vertial)
`diagonal' together with all `leaves' attahed to all its verties. However, the n-ary tree
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an itself be viewed as a branh of another free produt. Moreover, it is then onstruted
in a `distane-adapted' manner, i.e. natural trunations of the produt lead to natural
trunations of the tree (see Example 7.1 and Fig.5).
Example 7.1. Take the same two graphs as in Example 5.2, but hoose the roots
e1 and e2 in suh a way that x  e1  x
1
and y  e2  y
1
and let B1 and B2 be the
branhes of the free produt G1  G2 subordinate to G1 and G2, respetively. Figure 5
shows that T2  B1p B2q.
In a similar way one an obtain the n-ary rooted tree as a branh of a free produt
of two opies of the `fork' graph with n   1 verties e, x1, . . . , xn (i.e. suh suh that
e  xk for all 1 ¤ k ¤ n).
Motivated by [21℄, we an view the branhes of G1 G2 as produts of rooted graphs.
The needed notion of a produt orresponds to freeness with subordination, or s-freeness,
introdued and studied there. Moreover, their adjaeny matries, ApB1q and ApB2q,
an be deomposed as the sum of omponents whih are `free with subordination' (or,
simply `s-free') w.r.t. a pair of states pϕ, ψq. Note that freeness with subordination is
quite dierent from onditional freeness [5℄, although it also involves two funtionals
(states).
Definition 7.3. Let pA, ϕ, ψq be a unital algebra with a pair of linear normalized
funtionals. Let A1 be a unital subalgebra of A and let A2 be a non-unital subalgebra
with an `internal' unit 12, i.e. 12b  b  b12 for every b P A2. We say that the pair
pA1,A2q is free with subordination, or simply s-free, with respet to pϕ, ψq if ψp12q  1
and it holds that
(i) ϕpa1a2 . . . anq  0 whenever aj P A
0
ij
and i1  i2  . . .  in
(ii) ϕpw112w2q  ϕpw1w2q  ϕpw2qϕpw2q for any w1, w2 P algpA1,A2q,
where A0
1
 A1 X kerϕ and A
0
2
 A2 X kerψ. We say that the pair pa, bq of random
variables from A is s-free with respet to pϕ, ψq if the pair of algebras generated by
these random variables is s-free with respet to pϕ, ψq.
The notion of s-freeness resembles freeness - in the GNS representation, the orre-
sponding produt of Hilbert spaes is spanned by the unit (vauum) vetor ξ and simple
tensors of the form Hi1 bHi2 b . . .bHin , where i1  i2  . . .  in  1. The branhes,
whih in this ontext replae free produts of graphs, an also be deomposed along
the lines of Theorem 6.2 and an be alled `s-free produts' of G1 and G2, or vie versa.
Using a similar notation, we obtain the following deomposition theorem (f. [21℄).
Theorem 7.1. The adjaeny matrix of the branh B1  B1pG1,G2q an be deom-
posed as the sum ApB1q  A
p1q
  Ap2q, where the strongly onvergent series
Ap1q 
¸
n odd
A1pnq, A
p2q

¸
n even
A2pnq, (7.1)
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are s-free w.r.t. pϕ, ψq, where ϕp.q  x.δpeq, δpeqy and ψp.q  x.δpvq, δpvqy and v P V 01 .
An analogous deomposition holds for the branh B2pG1  G2q with the summations over
odd and even n interhanged.
Proof. We refer the reader to [21℄, where it was shown, in a general Hilbert spae
setting, that sums of operators of the above type are s-free w.r.t. pϕ, ψq (one has to
verify onditions (i)-(ii) of Denition 7.3, and in the ase of graphs, it is basially the
same proof). 
In order to `deompose ompletely' the branhes, by whih we mean to deompose
them in terms of graphs G1 and G2, we will interpret (7.1) in terms of an indutive limit
of a sequene of graphs whih resembles (but is not the same as) the sequene of m-free
produts approximating the free produt. In this fashion we will obtain the `omplete'
orthogonal deomposition of branhes given by the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2. The branh B1 is the indutive limit of the sequene G1 $m G2 given
by the reursion
G1 $1 G2  G1 $ G2, G1 $m G2  G1 $ pG2 $m1 G2q,
where m ¡ 1. An analogous statement holds for the branh B2.
Proof. Without loss of generality, onsider branh B1. Our sequene of iterates will
remind the indutive way of dening the free produt of graphs given in [39℄, although
it is asymmetri with respet to G1 and G2. Reall that Bi `begins' with a opy of Gi.
Therefore, let B1p0q be equal to G1 and hoose its root to be e1. To get B1p1q, to every
vertex of G1 but the root we glue by its root a opy of B2p0q. In suh a graph we again
hoose the root e1. This gives a rooted graph pB1p1q, e1q, whih is, in fat G1 $ G2. In
a similar fashion we obtain pB2p1q, e2q. Now, note that the m-th approximant of the
branh B1 is obtained by glueing by its root a opy of pB2pm  1q, e2q to every vertex
of pG1, e1q but the root. In other words, we obtain
B1pmq  G1 $ B2pm 1q and B2pmq  G2 $ B1pm 1q
for m ¥ 1. It is lear that the indutive limits of our iterates give the branhes, namely
Bi 
¤
m¥0
Bipmq
for i  1, 2 (with the root ei), and this proves the assertion. 
In oder to obtain spetral distributions of the branhes, one takes a sequene of
alternating iterates of orthogonal onvolutions - this method was introdued in [21℄,
but here, in the graph ontext, is espeially appealing and easy to justify.
Corollary 7.3. If µ and ν are spetral distributions of G1 and G2, respetively,
then the spetral distribution of G1 $m G2 is given by µ $m ν, where the sequene
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pµ $m νqmPN of distributions is given by the reursion
µ $1 ν  µ $ ν, µ $m ν  µ $ pν $m1 µq
where m ¡ 1. If G1 and G2 are uniformly loally nite, the spetral distribution of
the branh B1 is given by the weak limit µ i ν : w  limmÑ8 µ $m ν. An analogous
statement holds for the branh B2.
Proof. The spetral distribution of G1 $m G2 is given by µ $m ν by Theorem 4.1.
Now, observe that moments of the same order k, where k ¤ 2m, in all graphs G1 $n G2
(omputed w.r.t. the root e), with n ¥ m, are equal. This is beause in the orthogonal
produt of graphs no opy of the seond graph is glued to the root of the rst graph
and therefore, the distane from the root e in G1 $m G2 at whih the graph diers
from G1 $m1 G2 is equal to m   1. Therefore, the sequene of moments of µ $m ν
onverges to the moments of B1. If G1 and G2 are uniformly loally nite, this implies
weak onvergene of measures. 
Corollary 7.4. Under the assumptions of Corollary 7.3, the K-transform of µ i ν
an be expressed as
Kµi νpzq  Kµpz Kνpz Kµpz Kνp. . .qqqq
where the right-hand side is understood as the uniform limit on ompat subsets of the
omplex upper half-plane. The K-transform of µ $m ν is obtained by a trunation of
the above formula to m  1 alternating transforms.
Proof. Sine weak onvergene of measures implies uniform onvergene of the
Cauhy transform on ompat subsets of the omplex upper half-plane, the assertion
follows from a repeated appliation of (3.9) and Corollary 7.3. 
Let us note that the above `ontinued omposition formula' is very onvenient for
omputing the K-,F-, or G-transforms of µ i ν. Essentially, for all examples of graphs
whose free produts have been studied so far, it provides a tool whih immediately
gives the ontinued frations of their s-free produt. It also explains why 2-periodi and
mixed periodi Jaobi ontinued frations are so typial in the ontext of free produts.
Example 7.2. Consider two rooted graphs G1, G2, whose spetral distributions µ, ν
are assoiated with reiproal Cauhy transforms of the form
Fµpzq  z  α0 
ω0
z  α1
, Fνpzq  z  β0 
γ0
z  β1
,
respetively (this inludesKn and Fn, whose free produts were studied by other authors
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and also in Setion 11). From Corollary 7.4 we easily obtain the K-transform
Kµi νpzq  α0  
ω0
z  α1  β0 
γ0
z  α0  β1 
ω0
z  α1  β0 
γ0
. . .
and thus, in view of (3.3), the distribution µ i ν of branh B1 is assoiated with the
sequenes of Jaobi parameters
α  pα0, α1   β0, α0   β1, α1   β0, . . .q, ω  pω0, γ0, ω0, γ0, . . .q
whih orrespond to the so-alled mixed periodi Jaobi ontinued fration [14℄. For
details on the orresponding measures, see [14℄. In partiular, if G1  G2  K2 (3-vertex
omplete graph), we have α0  β0  0, α1  β1  1 ω0  γ0  2 whih gives µ i ν
assoiated with the sequenes of Jaobi parameters α  p0, 1, 1, . . .q and ω  p2, 2, . . .q.
Its Cauhy transform is
Gpzq 
z   1
?
z2  2z  7
2z   4
and the measure has density dµpxq 
?
7  2x x2{ppip2x   4qq on the interval r1 
2
?
2, 1  2
?
2s.
8. `Complete' deompositions of free produts
In this setion we derive new deompositions of the free produt of graphs, whih are
based on the orthogonal deomposition of branhes of Setion 7. We rely on the general
theory of the deompositions of the free additive onvolution [21℄ and apply it to the
ontext of graph produts.
We start from two lemmas, whih rephrase the results of Quenell using the language
of quantum probability. This redues ertain proofs presented in [30℄ to the basi
properties of the monotone and boolean onvolutions.
Lemma 8.1. The free produt of rooted graphs admits the deomposition
G1  G2  B1 Æ B2 (8.1)
whih we all the star deomposition of G1  G2.
Proof. Notie that V1V2  S1YS2. Moreover, if follows immediately from Denition
7.2 that the free produt G1  G2 is obtained by glueing together the branhes B1 and
B2 at their roots. From the denition of the star produt we know that this is the star
produt of B1 and B2. 
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Lemma 8.2. The free produt of rooted graphs admits the deompositions
G1  G2  G1  B2  G2  B1 (8.2)
whih we all the omb deompositions of G1  G2.
Proof. Without loss of generality, onsider the rst relation. Observe that we an
view the branh B1 as one replia of graph G1, to whih we glue `orthogonally' replias
of branh B2. Therefore
B1  G1 $ B2 and B2  G2 $ B1.
By Theorem 8.1, we an obtain G1  G2 by glueing B1 and B2 together at their roots
identied with e. Equivalently, (one replia of) B2 is glued to e and branh B1 is replaed
by G1 $ B2, whih means that a replia of B2 is glued to every vertex v P V
0
1
 V1  V2.
In other words, a replia of B2 is glued to every vertex of V
0
1
Y teu  V1, whih gives
the omb produt of G1 and B2, whih proves our assertion. 
Corollary 8.3. The following relations hold:
Fµ` νpzq  FµpFνiµpzqq   FνpFµi νpzqq  z
Fµ` νpzq  FµpFνiµpzqq  FνpFµi νpzqq
where µ and ν are spetral distributions of rooted graphs G1 and G2.
Proof. These are straightforward onsequenes of Theorems 8.1-8.2 and formulas
given by (3.10) and (3.8). 
Remark 8.1. In terms of moment generating funtions Mµpzq, related to Fµpzq by
(3.2) and (3.4), formulas of Corollary 8.3 give the results of Quenell [30℄ (see also [24℄).
In our notation, Mµpzq orrespond to return generating funtions of type Repzq (from
whih the rst return generating funtions of type Sepzq are easily obtained). Moreover,
these results an be easily generalized to a nite number of rooted graphs.
Let us now use the `omplete' orthogonal deomposition of branhes (Theorem 7.2)
and Lemmas 8.1-8.2 to derive `omplete' deompositions of the free produt of graphs.
We begin with a deomposition of m-free produts.
Theorem 8.4. Let G1 and G2 be rooted graphs with spetral distributions µ and ν.
Then their m-free produt admits the deomposition
G1 
m G2  pG1 $m G2q Æ pG2 $m G1q
alled the star-orthogonal deomposition, and its spetral distribution is given by the
m-free onvolution µ`m ν : pµ $m νq Z pν $m µq.
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Proof. The proof onsists in desribing how to obtain the iterates of the free produt
G1 G2 in an indutive manner by appropriate glueing. Thus, in the rst step we obtain
G1 
1 G2 by glueing one opy of G1 to one opy of G2 by means of identifying e1 with e2
and hoosing it to be the root e. This gives pG1 $ G2q Æ pG2 $ G1q. Note that in the
m-th step we an obtain the graph G1 
m G2 by glueing a opy of G2 
m1 G1 to every
vertex of G1 but the root e1, and vie versa, a opy of G1 
m1 G2 to every vertex of
G2 but the root e2, and then, by glueing the two graphs obtained in that way at their
roots (e1 and e2, respetively). These rules of glueing orrespond to the orthogonal
and star produts and thus the rst assertion is proved. The seond assertion is then a
onsequene of Corollary 7.2. 
Below we state our results on the deompositions of the free produt of rooted uni-
formly loally nite graphs. The limits of produts of rooted graphs are understood as
indutive limits (towers of graphs with the same root). Results onerning onvolutions
have been proven in [21℄ for ompatly supported probability measures (see also [18℄,
where it is shown that µ ` ν  w limmÑ8 µ`m ν, with a dierent, purely algebrai,
denition of the m-free onvolution).
Theorem 8.5. Let G1 and G2 be rooted graphs with spetral distributions µ and ν.
Then their free produt admits the deomposition
G1  G2  pG1 $ pG2 $ pG1 $ . . .qqq Æ pG2 $ pG1 $ pG2 $ . . .qqq
alled the star-orthogonal deomposition. If G1 and G2 are uniformly loally nite, its
spetral distribution is given by µ ` ν  w  limmÑ8ppµ $m νq Z pν $m µqq.
Proof. The rst statement follows from Theorem 7.1 and Lemma 8.1. The weak
limit formula for µ ` ν is a onsequene of Corollary 7.3. 
Theorem 8.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8.5, the free produt of rooted
graphs admits the deomposition
G1  G2  G1  pG2 $ pG1 $ pG2 $ . . .qqq
alled the omb-orthogonal deomposition. If G1 and G2 are uniformly loally nite, its
spetral distribution is given by µ ` ν  w  limmÑ8 µ  pν $m µq.
Proof. The rst statement follows from Theorem 7.2 and Lemma 8.2. The formula
for µ ` ν is a onsequene of Corollary 7.3. 
Corollary 8.7. Under the assumptions of Corollary 7.4, the Cauhy transform
of µ ` ν an be expressed as
Gµ` νpzq  Gµpz Kνpz Kµpz Kνp. . .qqqq
where the right-hand side is understood as the uniform limit on ompat subsets of the
omplex upper half-plane.
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Proof. This is a onsequene of repeated appliation of (3.9) and Theorem 8.6. 
If G1 or G2 is not uniformly loally nite, the statement of Theorem 8.6 onerning
spetral distributions holds in the weaker sense of onvergene of moments.
Example 8.1. Take two graphs of type given in Example 7.2. In ontrast to the
s-free produt onsidered there, one annot obtain an expliit formula for the ontinued
Jaobi fration orresponding to the free produt (essentially, due to the presene of Gµ
in the beginning of the above formula). Instead, we immediately obtain the algebrai
formula
Gµ` νpzq 
1
z  α0 
ω0
z  α1 Kνiµpzq
whih allows us to nd an analyti form of Gµ` νpzq one we have an analyti formula
for Kνiµpzq. This type of algebrai omputation was used, for instane, in [11℄, where
we refer the reader for a general expliit formula for the Green funtion (equivalent to
the Cauhy transform). Expliit omputations based on this formula for spei graphs
are given in Setions 10-11.
9. Quantum deomposition of adjaeny matries
In this Setion we will introdue a new type of `quantum deomposition' of the adjaeny
matrix ApGq of a graph G in whih the distane is measured with respet to a set of
verties instead of a single vertex.
The results of this Setion an be applied to any graph, not only free produts of
graphs to whih this paper is devoted. In the latter ase, it is of dierent ategory
than those studied in the previous setions, but it bears some resemblane to the omb-
orthogonal deomposition sine in some sense it `begins' with one opy of one of the
graphs. However, as in the standard `quantum deomposition' [12,13℄, its omponents,
alled `quantum omponents', use innitely many opies of both graphs and, more-
over, annot be represented as subgraphs of the produt graph. More importantly,
it allows us to obtain more omplete information on the spetral properties of many
graphs, inluding ertain free produts, whih annot be obtained by means of other
deompositions, inluding the standard `quantum deomposition'.
The set of verties with respet to whih distane is measured will be denoted by
V0. The sequene of sets
Vn  tv P V ; dpv,V0q  nu,
where dpv,V0q  mint dpv, v0q ; v0 P V0 u and n P N
 : N Y t0u will be alled the
distane partition of the set V . The assoiated Hilbert spae deomposition is of the
form
l2pV q 
à
nPN
l2pVnq (9.1)
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whih, in turn, leads to the quantum deomposition of A, by whih we shall understand
the triple pA , A0, Aq of operators on l2pV q given by
A δpxq 
¸
yx
yPVn 1
δpyq , A0δpxq 
¸
yx
yPVn
δpyq , Aδpxq 
¸
yx
yPVn1
δpyq (9.2)
whenever x P Vn. Clearly, we have A  A
 
  A0   A, whih justies the above
terminology, and, moreover, pA q  A and pA0q  A0. Finally, a non-zero vetor
ξ P l2pV q will be alled a vauum vetor if A
ξ  0. Of interest to us will be vauum
vetors of speial type.
Definition 9.1. A vetor ξ P l2pV q will be alled a J-vauum vetor with respet
to the quantum deomposition pA , A0, Aq (or, simply, a J-vauum vetor) if it is a
vauum vetor and for every n P N it holds that
AA pA nξq  ωnA
 nξ (9.3)
A0pA nξq  αnA
 nξ (9.4)
where αn P R and ωn ¥ 0 and where we use the onvention that A
 mξ  0 implies
ωm  αm  0 and thus ωn  αn  0 for n ¥ m.
In this fashion we an assoiate with eah J-vauum vetor the Jaobi parameters
written in the form of a pair of sequenes pα, ωq (alled from now on J-sequenes), where
α  pαnqnPN and ω  pωnqnPN .
Proposition 9.1. J-vauum vetors assoiated with non-idential J-sequenes are
orthogonal.
Proof. Denote these vetors by ξ and ξ1 and the assoiated J-sequenes by pα, ωq
and pα1, ω1q. Assume that αn  α
1
n for some n P N

. Without loss of generality we an
assume that αn  0, whih implies that ωn1  0. Then
〈
A nξ, A nξ1
〉

1
αn
〈
A0A nξ, A nξ1
〉

α1n
αn
〈
A nξ, A nξ1
〉
and therefore, A nξ K A nξ1, whih gives
0 
〈
A nξ, A nξ1
〉

〈
AnA nξ, ξ1
〉
 ω
〈
ξ, ξ1
〉
,
where ω  ω0ω1 . . . ωn1  0 and thus ξ K ξ
1
. Similar omputations for the ase when
ωn  ω
1
n for given n P N lead to orthogonality ξ K ξ
1
as well. 
For a given distane partition of V , any set Ξ of vetors from l2pV q will be alled
distane-adapted if Ξ 

nPN Ξn, where Ξn  l2pVnq. Suh sets are onvenient to deal
with and for that reason we show in the proposition given below that if we have a set of
mutually orthogonal J-vauum vetors, whih we all an orthogonal J-vauum set, we
an always hoose one whih is distane-adapted. For a given quantum deomposition
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of A, we denote by rAxs and rA xs the losed linear subspaes generated by vetors
tAnxu8n0 and tA
 nxu8n0, respetively.
Proposition 9.2. For a given distane partition of V and the assoiated quan-
tum deomposition of A, let Ξ be an orthogonal J-vauum set. Then there exists an
orthogonal J-vauum set Θ, whih is distane-adapted and suh that
à
ξPΞ
rAξs 
à
ξPΘ
rAξs
.
Proof. Let Ξ  t ξi ; i P Iu, for a ountable set of indies I. Aording to the
deomposition (8.1), we have
ξi 
8
¸
n0
ξ
pnq
i
for every i P I, where ξ
pnq
i P l2pVnq and n P N

. It is not diult to observe that
eah ξ
pnq
i is a J-vauum vetor. For every n P N

, we hoose from the set tξ
pnq
i ; i P Iu
a maximal linearly independent set, whih we denote Γn  tγ1, . . . , γknu. Of ourse,
kn ¤ |Vn|. We divide Γn into disjoint lasses
Γn  Γnp1q Y Γnp2q Y . . .Y Γnplnq
subjet to the ondition: γi, γj P Γnplq ðñ γi, γj are assoiated with the same
J-sequenes. From Proposition 8.1 it follows that vetors from dierent lasses are
orthogonal. Let Θnplq be the set obtained by applying the Gram-Shmidt orthogonal-
ization to lass Γnplq. Then
Θn  Θnp1q YΘnp2q Y . . .YΘnplnq
is an orthogonal set. Moreover, eah element of Θn is a J-vauum vetor sine it is a
linear ombination of J-vauum vetors assoiated with the same J-sequene. Finally,
we take Θ to be the union of the Θn, i.e. Θ 

nPN Θn. From the onstrution of the
set Θ it follows easily that it satises the onditions stated above. 
Definition 9.2. For a given distane-adapted J-vauum set Ξ with deomposition
Ξ 

nPN Ξn, dene a sequene of mutually orthogonal sets by the reurrene
B0  Ξ0 , Bn 1  pA
 Bn Y Ξn 1qzt0u (9.5)
The set Ξ will be alled generating if for every n P N the set Bn is a basis in l2pVnq.
This notion will turn out useful in the theorem given below.
Theorem 9.3. If Ξ is an orthogonal J-vauum set whih is generating and
distane-adapted, then we have the diret sum deomposition l2pV q 
À
ξPΞ rAξs.
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Proof. First, let us show that for ξ P Ξ it holds that rAξs  rA ξs. Notie that for
m   n we have
〈
A nξ, A mξ
〉

〈
A pnm1qξ, Apm 1qA mξ
〉
 ω
〈
A pnm1qξ, Aξ
〉
 0 ,
and therefore tA nξu8n0 is an orthogonal set. Applying the Gram-Shmidt orthogo-
nalization to the set tAnξu8n0, we obtain tA
 nξu8n0, and thus rAξs  rA
 ξs. Next,
observe that for dierent ξ, ξ1 P Ξ and arbitrary m,n ¥ 0, the vetors A nξ, A mξ1 are
orthogonal, whih follows from a straightforward indution. Therefore, rA ξs K rA ξ1s.
Finally, we know by assumption that Bn is a basis in l2pVnq, and therefore
l2pV q 
8
à
n0
l2pVnq 
8
à
n0
spanpBnq 
à
ξPΞ
rA ξs 
à
ξPΞ
rAξs ,
whih ompletes the proof sine the reverse impliation is obvious. 
Let us observe that Theorem 9.3 gives an interating Fok spae deomposition of
l2pV q sine rAξs is an interating Fok spae for eah ξ P Ξ, in whih the set tA
 nξu8n0
is a basis. The results of this Setion give us suient onditions for an orthogonal
deomposition of l2pV q of Theorem 9.3 to exist and that in turn allows us to get de-
tailed information about the spetral properties of the adjaeny matrix A, inluding
spetral distributions assoiated with all vauum vetors ξ P Ξ whih appear in this
deomposition. In partiular, this also gives the spetrum of the onsidered graph.
10. Trees
In this Setion we use the theory of Setion 9 to onsider the simplest examples of n-ary
trees and homogenous trees. Here, the set V0 will onsist of one root, whih onsiderably
simplies the spetral analysis and the orresponding quantum deomposition agrees
with that used in the approah of Hora and Obata [12,13℄℄. However, our analysis goes
a little further sine we study spetral distributions assoiated with all yli vetors.
n-ary trees Tn
By Theorem 9.3, it sues to nd a distane-adapted generating J-vauum set. Denote
by Wn the set of words in n letters a1, a2, . . . , an, inluding the empty word. Then there
exists a natural bijetion between Wn and V pTnq. If w labels a vertex of Tn for whih
dpw, eq  m, then a1w, a2w, . . . , anw denote `sons' of w. Let Ξ0  tδpequ and
Ξm  t
k¸
j1
pδpajwq  δpak 1wqq , 1 ¤ k ¤ n 1, w P Wn, |w|  m 1u
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for every natural m ¥ 1. Clearly, Ξ 

8
m0 Ξm is a distane-adapted orthogonal J-
vauum set. In fat, it is easy to see that it is an orthogonal set of vauum vetors.
Next, observe that the ardinalities of sets
Bm  A
 
pBm1q Y Ξm, m ¥ 1
with B0  Ξ0 satisfy the reurrene
|Bm|  |Bm1|   pn 1qn
m1
sine |Ξm|  n
m1
, whih gives |Bm|  n
m
 dimVm and thus Bm is a basis of Vm.
By Theorem 8.3, we have a diret sum deomposition of l2pV q into the sum of rAξs,
ξ P Ξ. Finally, every δpwq (and thus every ξ P Ξ) is an eigenvetor of both AA  and
A0 with eigenvalues n and 0, respetively, for every w P V pTmq. Therefore, every ξ is a
J-vauum vetor and the assoiated J-sequenes are ωkpξq  n and αkpξq  0 for every
k. This shows that to every ξ orresponds the same Cauhy transform, namely that of
the form (6.3) and thus the measure (6.4). Thus, the spetrum of Tn agrees with the
support of that measure, whih is the interval r2
?
n, 2
?
ns.
Homogenous trees Hn
A similar approah an be used for homogenous trees. Sine Hn is a symmetri graph,
any vertex an be hosen to be the root denoted e.
If n  2, then Ξ  tδpequ and the deomposition of Theorem 9.3 is simply l2pV q 
rAδpeqs. Therefore, let n ¥ 3 and denote by a1, a2, . . . , an the 'sons' of e and label all
the verties with distane bigger than 2 from the root using only a1, a2, . . . , an1. The
situation is very similar to that of the n-ary trees. Let Ξ0  tδpequ and
Ξ1  t
k¸
j1
pδpajq  δpak 1qq , 1 ¤ k ¤ n 1u
Ξm  t
k¸
j1
pδpajwq  δpak 1wqq , 1 ¤ k ¤ n 2, w P Wn1u
for m ¥ 2, where Wn1 is the set of words in a1, a2, . . . , an1. The set Ξ 

8
m0 Ξm
is learly a distane-adapted orthogonal set of vauum vetors. To show that Ξ is
generating, take the sequene pBmq dened by (7.5) and observe that we have the
reurrene
|Bm|  |Bm1|   npn 1q
m1
pn 2q
sine |Ξm|  npn 1q
m1
pn 2q, whih is solved by |Bm|  npn 1q
m1
 dimVm, and
thus B 

mPN Bm is a basis in l2pV q.
The vetor δpeq (and thus ξ0) is an eigenvetor of both A
A  and A0 with eigenvalues
n and 0, respetively. This gives J-sequenes ω0pξ0q  n and ωkpξ0q  n  1 for k ¥ 1
with αkpξq  0 for all k, and thus the Cauhy transform
Gξ0pzq 
2z   nz  n
?
4 4n  z2
2 pn zq pn  zq
.
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If n  1 the measure µξ0 onsists of two atoms at 1 of mass 1/2 eah. For n ¥ 2, µξ0
is absolutely ontinuous w.r.t the Lebesgue measure and has density
fξ0pxq 





n
?
4n 4 x2
2pi pn xq pn  xq





on the interval r2
?
n 1, 2
?
n 1s.
In turn, vetors δpwq  δpeq (and thus ξ  ξ0) are eigenvetors of both A
A  and A0
with eigenvaluse n  1 and 0, respetively. Therefore, ξ  ξ0 (for n ¥ 2) are J-vauum
vetors with the Jaobi parameters of the form ωkpξq  n  1 and αkpξq  0 for all k,
whih give the Cauhy transform
Gξpzq 
z 
b
z2  4pn 1q
2pn 1q
.
and thus µξ is the Wigner measure on the interval r2
?
n 1, 2
?
n 1s. Although we
get two dierent spetral distributions, their ontributions to the spetrum specpHnq 
r2
?
n  1, 2
?
n  1s are the same.
11. Other examples
In this Setion we apply the same approah as in Setion 10 to two types of examples:
free produts of omplete graphs Kn Km and free produts of a omplete graph with a
graph of `fork'-type Kn  Fm. In the rst ase, we deal with free produts of symmetri
graphs and therefore their spetra an be determined from one spetral distribution
(see [11℄ for a detailed study). However, sine our approah examines spetral distri-
butions assoiated with all yli vetors, even in this ase we obtain new information
(for instane, about the `multipliity' of the spetrum).
Free produts Kn Km
By Kn we denote the omplete graph with n   1 verties, i.e. suh in whih eah pair
of verties forms an edge. Observe that any hoie of a root gives an isomorphi rooted
graph sine all verties are equivalent. Take two omplete graphs Kn and Km with
verties x0, x1, . . . , xn (hoose x0 as the root) and y0, y1, . . . , ym (hoose y0 as the root),
respetively, where n,m ¥ 1. Then Kn  Km  pV,E, eq, where the distane partition
of the set of verties V an be given by the reursion
V0  te, x1, . . . , xnu
Vk 1  tyiw; w P V2k, i  1, . . . , mu (11.1)
V2k 2  txiw; w P V2k 1, i  1, . . . , nu ,
where k  0, 1, . . . (see Fig.1 and Fig.2). Diretly from this onstrution it follows that
|V2k|  pn  1qm
knk and |V2k 1|  pn  1qm
k 1nk . (11.2)
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*V0
)
V1
uV2
uV3
.
.
.
Fig. 6. K2 K2. Fig. 7. K1 K2.
Let pA , A, A0q be the quantum deomposition of the inidene matrix of Kn Km.
We shall nd the orresponding orthogonal J-vauum set Ξ whih is generating and
distane-adapted. Let
Ξ0 
!
n¸
j0
δpxjq
)
Y
!
i1¸
j0
pδpxjq  δpxiqq; i  1, . . . , n
)
Ξ2k 1 
!
i1¸
j1
pδpyjwq  δpyiwqq ; w P V2k, i  2, . . . , m
)
(11.3)
Ξ2k 2 
!
i1¸
j1
pδpxjwq  δpxiwqq ; w P V2k 1, i  2, . . . , n
)
,
where x0 is identied with e. This gives
|Ξ2k 1|  pm 1q|V2k| and |Ξ2k 2|  pn  1q|V2k1|
for k P N, whih, by (9.2) leads to
|Ξk|  |Vk|  |Vk1|. (11.4)
It is an elementary omputation whih shows that Ξk is an orthogonal set for every k P
N

. Moreover, it is lear that these sets are mutually orthogonal and that they ontain
only vauum vetors (use Aδpyjwq  δpwq and A
δpxjw
1
q  δpw1q) and therefore Ξ is
an orthogonal set of vauum vetors.
We will show now that it is an orthogonal J-vauum set. Let ξ P Ξ2k 1 and r P N.
We have
A rξ  A r
i1¸
j1
pδpyjwq  δpyiwqq 
i1¸
j1
¸
|u|r
uyiwPV
pδpuyjwq  δpuyiwqq
for some w P V2k. If r is odd, then eah u in the above sum begins with a vertex
from Kn and therefore eah δpuykwq in the above sum (and thus also A
 rξ) is an
eigenvetor of AA  with eigenvalue m. Moreover, eah δpuykwq (and thus also A
 rξ)
is an eigenvetor of A0 with eigenvalue n 1. Therefore, ωrpξq  m and αrpξq  n 1
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for r odd. In the ase of r even, eah u begins with a vertex from Km in the above
reasoning and thus ωrpξq  n and αrpξq  m 1. Analogous omputations holds when
ξ P Ξ2k. Therefore, all vetors from Ξ are J-vauum vetors.
To show that Ξ is generating, we need to hek that for every k P N the set Bk,
dened reursively by (9.5), is a basis in l2pVkq. For that purpose it is enough to show
that |Bk|  |Vk| sine Bk is a set of non-zero orthogonal vetors. This is shown by
indution. For k  0 we have |B0|  |Ξ0|  n  1  |V0|. Assume now that |Bk|  |Vk|
for some k P N. Then from (9.4) we get
|Bk 1|  |A
 Bk|   |Ξk 1|  |Vk|   |Vk 1|  |Vk|  |Vk 1|
and our laim holds by indution. This proves that Ξ is a generating J-vauum set.
In order to nd the spetrum of A, we nd the probability measures µξ with moments
µξpnq  〈A
nξ, ξ〉 for every ξ P Ξ and then take the union of their supports. Let
ξ0  δpeq   δpx1q   . . .  δpxnq
The assoiated J-sequenes are of the form
ωkpξ0q 
$
&
%
n k odd
m k even
, αkpξ0q 
$
'
&
'
'
%
n k  0
m 1 k odd
n  1 k even positive
and they give a ontinued-fration representation of the Cauhy transform Gξ0 of the
measure µξ0, whih leads to
Gξ0pzq 
1mn  mz   nz  z2  
b
wpzq
2 p1  n  zq pm  n  zq
,
wpzq 

1 2n  mn  p2m nq z   z2
	2
 4m p1m  zq p1 n  zq .
Applying the Stieltjes inversion formula to the transform Gξ0, we obtain the absolutely
ontinuous part of µξ0 of the form
fξ0pxq 






b
wpxq
2pi px  1 nq pxm nq






, x P Im,n ,
on the set Im,n being the union of two losed intervals with ends at
1
2
pm   n  2 
b
4p
?
m
?
nq2   pm nq2q and disjoint interiors. In addition, µξ0 has an atom at
n 1 of mass 1
1 m
maxt0, m nu.
Let now ξ P Ξ2k and ξ  ξ0. Then the J-sequenes are of the form
ωkpξq 
$
&
%
n k odd
m k even
, αkpξq 
$
'
'
&
'
'
%
1 k  0
m 1 k odd
n 1 k even positive
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whih give the Cauhy transform
Gξpzq 
1 2m  2nmn   p2m  nqz   z2  
b
wpzq
2n p1m  zq p2  zq
.
Again, the Stieltjes inversion formula gives the absolutely ontinuous part of µξ of the
form
fξpxq 






b
wpxq
2n p1m  xq p2  xq






, x P Im,n .
Besides, µξ has atoms at 2 and m  1 of masses
mn1
np1 mq
and
1
np1 mq
maxt0, n  mu,
respetively.
For ξ P Ξ2k 1, the J-sequenes are of the form
ωkpξq 
$
&
%
m k odd
n k even
, αkpξq 
$
'
'
&
'
'
%
1 k  0
n 1 k odd
m 1 k even positive
whih give the Cauhy transform
Gξpzq 
1 2n  2mmn   p2 n mqz   z2  
b
wpzq
2m p1 n  zq p2  zq
.
fξpxq 






b
wpxq
2m p1 n  xq p2  xq






, x P Im,n .
Besides, µξ has atoms at 2 and n  1 of masses
mn1
mp1 nq
and
1
mp1 nq
maxt0, m  nu,
respetively.
We onlude that for any m,n ¥ 1 the ontinuous part of the spetrum of Kn Km
agrees with Im,n. The point spetrum is given by
$
'
'
'
'
'
&
'
'
'
'
'
%
H if m  n  1
t2u if m  n ¡ 1
t2, m 1u if m   n
t2, n 1u if m ¡ n
.
Free produts Kn  Fm
By Fm we denote the fork of degreem, i.e. a onneted simple graph withm 1 verties,
say y0, y1, . . . , ym, in whih the only edges are given by yi  y0 for i  0. As before, by
Kn we denote a omplete graph with verties x0, x1, . . . , xn. It is easy to see that the
set of verties of Kn  Fm oinides with that in the previous example. Besides, on V
we introdue the same distane partition as in (9.1) (see Fig.3). Let Ξ 
°
8
i0 Ξi be the
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set of vetors dened as in (11.3). That Ξ is a generating J-vauum set is shown as in
the ase of Kn Km.
*
V0
)
V1
uV2
uV3
.
.
.
Fig 8. K2  F2.
Let us ompute now the measures µξ with moments µξpkq 
〈
Akξ, ξ
〉
, for all ξ P Ξ.
The Jaobi parameters assoiated with vetor ξ0 are of the form
ωkpξ0q 
$
&
%
n k odd
m k even
, αkpξ0q 
$
'
'
&
'
'
%
n k  0
0 k
n 1 k even
The Cauhy transform Gξ0 of measure µξ0 has the form
Gξ0pzq 
n m z  nz   z2 
b
vpzq
2 pm n2   2nz  z2q
,
where vpzq  pm n  z  nz   z2q
2
 4mz pz   1 nq. The measure µξ0 is absolutely
ontinuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue's measure and its density is of the form
fξ0pxq 






b
vpxq
2pipm n2   2nx x2q






, x P Jm,n ,
where Jm,n denotes the set, whih is a union of two losed intervals with disjoint interiors
and ends at
1
2
pn 1
b
4p
?
m
?
nq2   pn  1q2q.
Let now ξ P Ξ2k and ξ  ξ0. Then the Jaobi parameters are of the form
ωkpξq 
$
&
%
n k odd
m k even
, αkpξq 
$
'
'
&
'
'
%
1 k  0
0 k odd
n  1 k even positive
whih gives the Cauhy transform
Gξpzq 
z2   z   nz m  n 
b
vpzq
2n p1m  2z   z2q
.
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The absolutely ontinuous part of the measure µξ is given by
fξpxq 






b
vpxq
2pinp1m  2x  x2q






, x P Jm,n .
Besides, µξ has two atoms at 
?
m 1 of mass n1
2n
eah.
For ξ P Ξ2k 1, the Jaobi parameters are of the form
ωkpξq 
$
&
%
m k odd
n k even
, αkpξq 
$
&
%
n 1 k odd
0 k even
whih gives the Cauhy transform
Gξpzq 
m n  z  nz   z2 
b
vpzq
2mz
.
The absolutely ontinuous part of µξ is given by
fξpxq 






b
vpxq
2 pimz






, x P Jm,n .
Besides, µξ has an atom at 0 of mass
1
m
maxt0, m nu.
We onlude that the ontinuous spetrum of Kn Fm oinides with Jm,n. Besides,
A has a disrete spetrum of the form
$
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
&
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
%
H if m  n  1
t0u if m ¡ n  1
t2, 0u if n ¡ m  1
t
?
m 1,
?
m 1u if n ¥ m ¡ 1
t
?
m 1,
?
m 1, 0u if m ¡ n ¡ 1
.
For a general study of measures assoiated with mixed periodi Jaobi ontinued
frations, we refer the reader to [14℄.
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